Toby Flo-add
Anti-Rejection Additive for Toby Solvent-Borne
Polyurethane Timber Floor Coatings Finishes
Description

Toby Flo-add is a surface tension modifier that enhances
contaminant lifting and coatibility of Toby Solvent-Borne
Polyurethane Timber Floor Coatings to rejecting surfaces.
Toby Flo-add is suitable for use with Toby one and two
pack Polyurethanes Timber Floor Finishes/Coatings, in
gloss, satin and matt variants.

Safety Directions

For detailed information, refer to the current Material Safety
Data Sheet available from your local Orica Woodcare sales office.
Flammable. Keep away from sources of ignition. No
smoking. Do not empty into drains. Avoid contact with
skin, eyes and avoid breathing vapour. Wear eye
protection and solvent resistant gloves when mixing or
using this material.

Recommended Uses

Toby Flo-add is used as an additive to Toby Solvent Based
Polyurethane Timber Floor Finishes where improved
wetability is required on timber surfaces affected by
contamination. Toby Flo-add will not influence or affect the
tack free or curing properties of the Toby Polyurethane
Cork and Timber Finish.
Important Note: Do not use both Toby Flo-add and Toby
Wet Edge Extender in conjunction with Toby Unithane
Satin and Matt Polyurethane Timber Floor Finishes.

First Aid instructions

If poisoning occurs contact a doctor or Poisons Information
Centre. If swallowed do NOT induce vomiting. Give a
glass of water and seek urgent medical advice. If skin
contact occurs remove contaminated clothing and wash
skin thoroughly. If in contact with eyes, hold eye open and
flood with water for at least 15 minutes and see a doctor. If
excessive inhalation occurs, remove from contaminated
area.
Follow all warnings and directions fully and carefully.

Application

Toby Flo-add is supplied in a ready to use form and can be
stirred into the application bucket. If added directly into the
container/drum containing the Toby Polyurethane Timber
Floor Finishes, allow an adequate head space. Then mix
by rolling the container/drum and moving the material
within with a side-to-side movement.
Recommended Dosage Rate (Maximum Addition) 1 part
Toby Flo-add to 100 parts of Toby Polyurethane Timber
Floor Finish.
eg:

10ml Toby Flo-add to 1lt Toby Polyurethane
Timber Floor Finish/coating.

200ml Toby Flo-add to 20lt Toby Polyurethane
Timber Floor Finish/Coating.

Toby Flo-add has been designed for use only with Toby
one pack and two pack solvent-borne Polyurethane Timber
Finishes, as part of a totally integrated application system.
Use with other manufacturer's product could result in
detrimental effects on the products' performance.
Typical Properties and Application Data

Appearance:

Clear liquid

Recommended Dosage:
(Maximum Addition):

1 part per 100 parts Toby
Polyurethane Floor Finish

Solids:

5%

Density:

0.75g/ml

Solubility in water:

Not soluble

Cautions

Storage:

Overdosing or poor mixing in of Toby Toby Flo-add can
produce orange peel and adversely effect intercoat
adhesion. The 1% dosage is maximum recommended. It
is advised to evaluate lower levels wherever possible.

Keep away from ignition
sources. Protect from extremes
of temperature. Store between
5oC and 30oC.

Packaging:

1 Litre container

UN No:

1992

Hazchem:

3[Y]

P.G:

III

Note: If Toby Flo-add was used in a precoat, then the next
coat should also contain Toby Flo-add at the same dosage
because of a reduced surface tension of the coating.
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Manufacturers Comment

Toby Flo-add
Manufacturer's Comment

Toby Unithane Clear Gloss has been designed for use with Toby
Solarthane and Toby Rapid Seal and Toby Unithane Clear Timber
and Cork Finishes (Gloss, Satin and Matt) as part of a totally
integrated application system. Use with any other manufacturer's
products could result in detrimental effects on the product's
performance for which Orica Woodcare holds no responsibility, and
Orica Woodcare cannot be held responsible for failure to follow application
instructions.

Orica Woodcare
ABN: 99 004 117 828
1330 Ferntree Gully Rd
SCORESBY VIC 3179

Email: toby_enquiries@orica.com
Internet: www.toby.com.au

7 days a week
Technical Support Hotline : 1800 073 530 Emergency Response: 1800 033 111(24hrs)

Important note
Orica Woodcare products are guaranteed against defective materials and manufacture and are sold subject to its standard terms and conditions of sale, copies of which
may be obtained on request. Whilst the company endeavours to ensure that any advice, recommendation, specification or information it may give is accurate
and correct, it cannot, because it has no direct or continuous control over where or how its products are applied, accept any liability either directly or indirectly
arising from the use of its products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification, recommendation or information given by it.
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